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dence that there is no danger of a
shortage for domestic consumpOF coal
tion and announced he d'd not anticipate having to close the steel plant at
Pueblo.
He added that it might become necessary to curtail production
in some departments, but that if this
was found necessary those departments which use the least amount of
coal would 'be continued in operation,
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fense to call ten character witnesses
in all.
Oscar
Later, it was announced,
Lawler, one of Bixby's attorneys,
would take the stand and endeavor to
impeach Cleo Helen Barker, the
chief accuser in the present trial. It was said Lawler would
testify concerning statements the
girl was said to have made during a
tall ; at his office.
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23,

VILLA
A

begetting! The
public, too, is weary.

men, remain. Most otner foreigners
also have left jjurauyo, according to
refugees, who say that the rebeis rob
Mexicans and foreigners indiscriminately. Some ranches were looted to
often that nothing portable remains.
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HEARTLESS

Americans Leave Torreon
23
Today s
Washington,
Sept.
diplomatic dispatches reported 28
American refugees due in Texas City
tomorrow from Vera Cruz on the
steamer City of Tampico. The consul
at Tampico reported that since August 23 he had sent more than 400
refugees to Laredo and Galveston,
and that only a few more were ex
pected to go from Tamprco.
According to advices from Torreon
there are approximately 300 Americans in that city, many anxious to
leave. Many refugee are reported en
route from Durango to Nuevo Laredo
via Mexico City.
When rebels dynamited a railroad
train 65 miles south of Saltillo recent-lthe only American who survived,
W. W. Marvain of San Francisco,
but was robbed of 90 pesos.
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Published
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tt the postoffice at Last

Las V.jsas, New Merico, for transmission through the United States
mails as eecond class matter.

To Americans who for months have
had it dinned into their ears that in
Mexico business was at a standstill,
that industries were rn a state of suspension or bankruptcy and mines and
railroads were no longer operated,
that the whole country was overrun
by hordes of bandits and that chaos
ruled everywhere, the news that commerce between the United States and
Mexico during the fiscal year just
ended broke all records, must come
as a shock.
All the while that 15,000,000 Mexicans, spread over an area almost three
times the size of Texas, were supposed to be wholly absorbed! in rapine
and murder and civil war, they have
found time to produce upward' of 10
per cent more goods than ever before
to sell to their best customer. For
the 12 months that rebels and feder
als, aided by brigands, were reported
to be engaged In creating national
ruin, the same people have bought
from the United States several millions more than the average amount
of merchandise.
In view of the alarming reports of
conditions throughout Mexico with
which the American public has long
been fed', these cold trade statistics
are disturbing. It begins to appear
that although Madero was murdered
by treachery and a military court under Huerta has just declared that
Madero's death was not a "punishable
crime," and that although the air at
Mexico City has been thick with plots
and revolutionary
conspiracies and
politicians' Intrigues, the sole occupa
tion of the Mexican people has not
been civil strife. The great mass of
them must have been living and working and going about their daily business In normal fashion.
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against the danger of alleged mail
cures sold by "dietetics experts." ,

TUESDAY,

OF

fi
i

interest to both
the physicians and laity of the state
A meeting of great

will bo held in Albuquerque, October
It is the annual session of the New
.Mexico Society for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis, and will be
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CLEVER, STYLISH EFFECTS
IN SWEATERS, SCARFS AND HOODS
Here are garments of real class

distinguished by authentic style features, soft,

lustrous yarns, carefully knitted and fashioned to meet the requirements of the woman
who seeks style and real cleverness.
er
by women otffat-hion-

sought-aft-

Typical Bradley products which are so much

.

.

We are showing a splendid variety of these popular "Bradley'' garments Pt prices
which will interest 'all. L. All popular styles and desirable colors are well represented
you are sure to find'a garment in this line that will fill, your requirements.
Newest
shapes in Scarfs, exclusive styles in headwear and most approved models in Sweaters
offers an opportunityof secuiing the best of style in knit goods, which will be extreme
ly popular this winter.
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held in conjunction with the Thirty-seconannual meeting of the New
Mexico Medical society.
$ 05
per Copy
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BRUNETTE FOR LIFE PARTNER

PRIMARY HELD IN
M ASSACHUSETTS

is the standard relief of thousands
in the relief of hundreds of complaints. Thoroughly tried and never
found wanting. Buy a bottle today
and you will feel better tomorrow.

TODAY
AND
DEMOCRATS, REPUBLICANS
PROGRESSIVES ALL HAVE
'
CANDIDATES

blue-eye-

State primaries
Boston, Sept
were held today throughout the state
of Massachusetts today to select the
candidates for the vaious places upon
the state ticket to Be voted on at the
coming state election in November.
The absence of national features at
the November election this year naturally has a tendency to diminih the
general Interest of the voters in the
election, and, in a greater measure
even in the primary election prelim
inary to the general election. Yet it
would he wrong to assume that there
is no interest manifested in the out
come of the primaries. The political
situation is sufficiently interesting' to
bring out partisan feeling and it is
believed that a large vote will be
polled today.
,
A today's election is merely held
for the purpose o selecting candi
dates on the various party tickets at
the coming election the outcome of
today's primaries will not necessarily
foreshadow what the result 'will be
when it comes to the actual test of
strength between the different parties
at the November election. Yet pol
iticians are looking forward with con
siderable interest to the announce
ment of the figures showing the re
sult of today's vote. It will be pos
sible to draw many conclusions from
the vote polled by the various can
didates, as it will indicate, to some
extent, their potential strength with
the voters of their respective parties
The democratic parry nns only one
candidate for governor in the field
Lieutenant Governor David I. Walsh.
the slate candidate of the democratic
state committee. It may be taken for
granted that he will receive the full
democratic vote. His running mate
oi the slate ticket, Richard H. Long,
who is a candidate for the nomination
for lieutenant governor, will probably
meet with considerable opposition, as
there is an independent, candidate in
the field for the lieutenant governorship nomination on the democratic
ticket, Mr. Edward P. Barry, who has
conducted a vigorous campaign during
the last few weeks.
For. the gubernatorial nomination
on the republican ticket two candidates are competing, Colonel Everett'
C. Benton, the head of a big insurance concern, and Hon. A. P. Gardner,
(who at present represents the Sixth
congressional district of Massachusetts in the national house of representatives. Both candidates have
been extremely active during the
weeks preceding the primary election
and each of them has a strong follow
ing. Opinions differ widely as to the
probable outcome of the contest between them.
For the second time In the history
of the state the progressive party has
a cpndldate for the gubernatorial nom.

-

ARE OPEN

Just listen to what the European
physicians are saying about the blushing blonde:
In the first place her lungs are liable to be weak. '
Blondes are far more prone to tuberculosis than are their swarthier Bisters, the brunettes.
Dark women best resist disease and
live longest.
Again the blonde Is more apt to
have any of the following ailments
than is the brunette: Rheumatism,
melancholia, general debility, anaemia and scrofula. Think of that!
The blonde, science admits, is apt
to be gentler, prettier, better tempered, more lovable than is the dark maiden. Thus does she lure man's hearts
to her dainty feet.
But it is a danger signal. And It la
nature's way of keeping up the average,, by inducing strong men to marry
fragile women.
Blondes for beauty, brunettes for
brawn. Science says it. Maybe it Is

ination in the field, Charles Sumner
Bird, who was nominated again can-

didate for the nomination and there
Is not the slightest doubt that he will
receive the full progressive vote.
Many are inclined to believe Mr. Bird
will draw a large vote owing to the
split in the republican party, hut
there Is probably no one sanguin-enough to believe that his candidacy
would have any material influence
upon the result of the coming November election.
In addition to candidates for governor and lieutenant governor the
voters of Massachusetts will select
candidates for secretary of state,
state treasurer, attorney general and
auditor, eight members of the gov
ernor's council and members of both
branches of the state legislature. The
selection of the minor state candidates so.
Is attracting hut little general interest
and the selection of legislative candi- SHOW THE GAMBLING SP1RIT
dates is,' as a matter of course, only
of local Interest in each respective
Bidders at Auction Sales, Without
Funds, Find Delight In Just Avoid-

500-mil-
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BEAT SUFFERER
Tells How She Was Restored
To Health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegeta- - '
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your medicine."-M-
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ular and had cramps
so bad that I had to
Now I
go to bed.
have better health
than I have had for
years and I cannot
speak too highly of
Jessie Schaak,
-

413 Main
'

St, Grayyille, 111.
Case of Mrs. Tully.

"I

take pleasure in
Chicago, 111.
"writing to thank you for what Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
done for me. I suffered with such awful periodic pains, and had a displacement, and received no benefit from the
doctors. I was advised to take Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and
am now as well as ever." Mrs. Wil-maTully, 2052 Ogden Avenue,
Chicago, 111.
m

If you have the slightest doubt
,that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegeta-hleCompoundw- ill

help you, write
to Lydia E.PinkhamMedicineCo.
(confidential) Lynn, Mass., for
Your letter will ho opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence.
ad-Tic-
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til I began taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's
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the many buildings located on the
grounds?
How to Cure Cholera Morbus
Many cases of this disease result
fatally before medicine can be obtained or a physician summoned. ' It
is easily cured when the proper remedy is at hand. Mrs. Charles Stewart
of ML Collins, N. Y., says: "When my

husband had cholera morbus last summer he used Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
it cured him promptly." Every family should keep this remedy at hand.
It only costs a quarter. For salo by
Adv.
all dealers.
'

STATE FAIR OPENS
Oklahoma City, Sept. 23. Some of
the most Interesting and sensational
features ever offered at a state fair
have been promised for the Oklahoma
State fair which opened here today
under the most auspicious conditions.
The fair will continue until October
4, and there will be many special days
and celebrations during that time,
Horse races and automobile races will
form a conspicuous feature, but there
will be no pool selling or betting on
the various racing events, although
the new
law does not go
into effect until after the close of the
fair.
OKLAHOMA

anti-bettin- g

BEASTS

Are Warm Weather Pest and
Must Be Kept Off Young Chicks
in Particular Clean Water la
DURING PAST FISCiL YEAR
of Much Importance.
GERS DISPATCHED
ANIMALS

'

(By PROF. JOHN WILLARD BOLTE.)
Summer brings flowers and little

chicks, and all manner of beautiful
things. In contemplating these pleasant sights, one must be careful to re
member that the same conditions
which make them possible also encourage the production of vermin and
disease.
The spring and summer are the
very busiest months for the poultry
keeper, not only because he has all
of the added labor of rearing the
young chicks, but because of the much
greater care he must exercise to prevent trouble with both young and
old. SucceBB is the result of eternal
vigilance and prompt and thorough
care.
Both body and head lice are a warm
weather pest and they must be .kept
off the young chicks particularly. Infection comes from the older fowls
and Infected buildings, old litter, etc.
If you hatch with hens, have a clean
nest In a clean place, and duet the

RAN-

4,686

During the past fiscal year 4,CS3
predatory animals were killed by federal officers on the national forests,
according to an actual count of carcasses. An indeterminate number of
animals, whose bodies weer not found,
are presumed to have died from poison.

The rangers' bag of beasts of prey
this year, as shown by forest service
figures, was made up of 206 bears, 3,
541 coyotes, 133 mountain Hons, 62
lynx, 583 wild cats, 64 wolves, and 97
wolf pups. The figures Indicate that
the national forests are becoming
cleared of wild animals that prey upon domestic livestock and game, for
the forest ranger fills In odd momenta
between other Jobs by thinning out
"undesirable citizens" of the animal
world.
WOlves

are said to cause 'greater
losses to western stockmen than any
other of the predatory animals. It is
estimated that & family of wolves will
destroy about $3,000 worth of stock
per annum,, and that one ablebodied
Individual costs the grazing industry
$600 a season.
The wolves are of two classes the
smaller prairie wolves or coyotes, and
the larger grey, black or timber
V
wolves, called "lobos." These latter
1
are the great stock destroyers neatest
which the campaign of the rangers
has been waged.
The methods of hunting wolves in
the west vary. On the plains wolves
are sometimes hunted with dogs and
horses, but this way Is considered
expensive and often dangerous. Thl3
Prize Winning Silver Plymouth Rock. sport is described by Roosevelt in his
earlier hunting books. On national
hen with pyrethrum twice during tha forests the
rangers either Bet out
incubating period. Should the chicks poison or baited steel
traps or, by
appear droopy after they have begun
to feather, dust them. Head lice ap watching trails and hiding near a
pear on them earlier and a little lard wolf's den, are able to shoot one or
oil on the back of the head and un- both of the old wolves when ihev re
der the wings will dipeso of these.
turn from foraging. In no other wry.
The older fowls must have access
to the forest service, c it:
to a sunny, dry dust bath. It they according
the number of wolves be kept d vti
show signs of lice, disinfect the hen
house with whitewash and carbolic so well as by finding their den- v,
acid, put In clean nests and litter, destroying the young.
The skins of the predatory aniinain
and dust the hens with pyrethrum,
The entire Interior of the house killed by, tha rangers are either kept
should be whitewashed about four as souvenirs or sold for a
price or for
times a year and the roosts and surbounty. Wolf skins In the west aid
area
or
should
be
rounding
painted
to bring from $4 to $6 for robe
sprayed with kerosene or some coal
tar disinfectant, to keep down the red and rugs; a mountain Hon skin, $10
cnltes, every two weeks In hot weath to $20; and a bear skin, anywhere from
er.
$20 to $150, according to size and spe
Do not let the young chicks mix cies. In addition to
this there are
with the old fowls or inhabit their bounties on
and wolves In
Hons,
bear,
quarters. Change their run frequent
most of the western
stock states.
to
as
this
avoid
the
ly
fouling
ground,
sour condition of the soil causes bowel Wyoming, In ten years, has paid out,
It Is said, over $65,000 in bounties on
trouble.
If sloppy, wet feed or table craps wolves alone and $95j,QOO more on
are fed, do not throw them on ttie
coyotes and mountain lions.
ground. Use a trough or box and
Through his activity against these
throw the refuse away where the
chickens cannot get to it, or trouble pests, the forest ranger, It is said, has
saved the stockmen many thousands
will surely result
The ground near the watering place, of dollars during the year, while the
the feeding place and the house be protection to game animals, such as
comes foul first, and it should be
deer, ellc and antelope, is of almost
spaded up frequently to furnish fresh
equal importance.
soil.
In the open yellow pine forests of
Clean water is of the greatest Importance. Use some fountain feed de- Washington and Oregon a collapsible
vice and scald It out frequently. plpw ia being used in digging fire
Never let It run dry or the fowla wil! lines to stop surface fires. The plow
overload when It is filled again. A can be dismantled and folded into a
tablet of potash permanganate In the
water from time to time Is a good compact form, so that it can be packed on horseback, and weighs only 40
mild disinfectant and corrective
Give all the pasturage and green pounds. . When in use, one man with
feed available, plenty of shade, cool a horse can do the work of 20 or
fresh air to sleep in and keep the more men working with shovels.
vermin down, if you value your
ai-s-

Friends Expected Her to Die
"I sincerely believe my life was
saved in the Fall of 1910 by using
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar
rhoea Remedy," writes Mrs. Agnes
Booth, Tonawanda, N. T. "I was
taken with diarrhoea followed by an
attack of acute Indigestion. Power of
the pen fails to portray the agonies I
endured. My friends expected me to
die as I had been unable to get relief
for so long a time. This remedy went
directly to the at of the trouble and
cured me in a few hours time." For
sale by all dealers.
Adv.

of-e-

Pa-pera-."

Crayville, 111. "I was a great sufferer of female complaints for a year
i and I cot nothing

ht

Black-Draug-

500-mil-

,

ble Compound.

Black-Draug-

May 1.

"Eight-twenty-fiv-

Madison Heights, Va. Mr. Chas. A.
Ragiand, of this place, writes: "1 have
ht
been taking Thedford's
for indigestion, and other stomach troubles, also colds, and find It to be the very
best medicine I have ever used.
After taking
for a few
days, I always feel like a new man."
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, pain
in pit of stomach, and a feeling of fullness after eating, are sure symptoms ol
stomach trouble, and should be given the
proper treatment, as your strength and
health depend very largely upon your
food and its digestion.
To get quick and permanent relief
from these ailments, you should take
a medicine of known curative merit.
Its 75 years of splendid success, in the
treatment of just such troubles, proves
the real merit of Thedford's
Safe, pleasant, gentle in action,
it is sure
jnd without bad
lo benefit both young and old. For sale
n. C
tverywhere. Price 25c.

HILL

MANY WILD

Vigilance and Care.
Lice

Black-Draug-

Indiaiapolis, Ind., Sept. 23. The
e
entry list for the fourth annual
International Sweepstakes Race
which will be staged at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, Saturday, May
30, 1914, Is now open, entry blanks
for the event having been issued today. Although last year the list was
not formally opened until January 1,
manufacturers and other prospective
entrants have displayed so much interest in the coming event that it was
deemed advisable by the Speedway
management to facilitate the work of
preparation by securing entries as
early as possible. The list will close

e

WOfclAfi

Letter on This Subject

There is no doubt that the event
scheduled for 1911 will eclipse every
other race meet held on the Indianapolis oval, the last race having served to stimulate interest in the speed
sport to an unusual desrree. Scores
of letters have been pouring into the
Speedway office from every part of
Europe and America and from present indications it. would seem that
Shown
manufacturers will make a
Up.
American
ing Being
determined effort to win back the
One of the funny sights, to the per- honors won
during the last.
ULtA NSES VGtiR iMIB
son who didn't bid at all, at the MorJules
race
Coux, the Frenchman,
by
ris Park real estate auction, was the
are equally dewhile
the
insenEuropeans
look
of
IT BEAUTIFUL
hig'.i courage, shading
the?
on
to
world's speed
face
retain
the
termined
sibly into reckless daring,
of some man who was bidding $800 honors for another year.
when he knew he would have trouble
There have been several changes
IT BECOMES THICK, WAVY,
30 cents.
raising
In the conditions governing the comDANDRUFF
AND ALL
the
dolls!"
dolls!
DISAPPEARS
auctioneer would call, trippingly on ing race which it is believed will meet
dolls! Going at with the general approval of entrants.
the tongue.
Unless!" The The entry fee has been reduced from
dolls.
Hah
Going!
"Danderine
Surely try a
Cleanse'' if you wish to immediately strain on the bidder's face would be $."00 to $200 with the stipulation that
terrible to behold. What on earth was
double the beauty of your hair. Just he
fifty per cent of this fare will be
going to do if the lot was knocked
and
for all cars that start on May
Danderine
moisten a cloth with
down to him? What was he going to
draw it carefully through your hair, do, he asked you, with wild, beseech- 30. To further insure the safety of
drivers it. has also been ordained that
taking one small strand at. a time; ing eyes.
and
on
doesn't
go
all steering knuckles and tie rods
somebody
"Why
of
hair
will
cleanse the
this
dust,
bid? I don't want the darn lot," he must be new two days before the
in
few
a
oil
or
excessive
any
dirt,
to his next neighbor one
starting of the race, while aluminum
minutes you will be, amazed. Your whispered
night
abun-be
j
hair will
wavy, fluffy and
Ateny-flvecalled the steering wheels will not be permitted.
"Ateny-five- ,
'
Frame hangers and steering mechandant and possess an incomparable auctioneer, juet then.
"What does he say?" queried the ism shall be subject to the approval
softness, luster and luxuriance.
one.
of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway-mechanicareckless
one
the
Besides beautifying
hair,
You've lost your
dissolves
engineer, and cars failing
Danderine
of
application
lot."
to
meet
approval will not be allowed
every particle of dandruff; invigorluck!" to start. All drivers, including relief
"Ain't that the plague-take-i- t
and
the
ates
scalp, stopping itching
said the reckless one, who was also
must furnish the referee with
falling hair.
resilient "Neb mind. I'll get another drivers,
from the Speedway surcertificate
a
Danderine is to the hair what fresh chance before this thing Is over."
geon, Dr. H. R. Allen, proving that
showers of rain and sunshine are to New York Post
they are physically fit to engage in
vegetation. It goes right to the roots,
such a contest and that they are enPlace.
Famous
English Watering
invigorates and strengthens them. Its)
In Somerset, tirely free from any serious nervous
is
chief
Bath
the
place
and
exhilarating, stimulating
handsome town upon the manifestations
and a
or other disorders
properties cause the hair to belovedvery
Avon, says an English ex- which might prove a handicap. Physibeautiful.
grow long, strong and
change. Situated In a lovely valley
You can surely have pretty, soft, and upon picturesque slopes, It has cal conditions justifying the refusal
lustrous hair, and lots of it, if you been declared to be unrivaled seen-lcall- of such a certificate will disbar the
and driver from the race.
will just get a
bottle of Knowl-ton'- s
socially, historically
The regular prizes hung up for the
among
English
Danderine from any drug store archaeologically
of fine gray coming race will be the same as last
Us
houses
towns,
being
or toilet counter and try it as directlimestone, along charming terraces year. A purse" of $50,000 will be offered. Adv.
and crescents.
this to be divided into ten purses,
It owes its name to hot mineral ed,
The
the
first prize being $20,000.
Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble springs, whose value did not escape
Remy
Cup, the
No man with a family to suDport the notice of the
Romans, Wheeler-Scheble- r
can afford to have kidney trouble, nor who not only built a city around the Grand Brassard and Trophy and the
need he fear it with such a remedy at Bprlngs, but also set up a temple.
Prest-O-LitTrophy will also be d
hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An honIt was "taken" by many other maWheeler-Scheble- r
the
Cup
again,
est medicine, safe and reliable, cost- rauders after that Its reputation as
to
of the car which
entrant
the
much
going
good, Foley a modern watering place dates from
ing little but doing
Kidney Pills eliminate backache and 1650, and a century later all English is first at 400 miles, the Prest-O-Lit- e
rheumatism, tone up the system and fashionables flocked thither, thanks Trophy being won by the entrant of
restore normal action of kidneys and to the
indefatigable exertions of Beau the car which is first at 300 miles
bladder. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Nash, to whom the place owed the while the Remy Grand Trophy will
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
order of its customs.
be awarded to the entrant of the car
"Many a time and oft" has It fig- which is first at 200 miles. The drivWHO OWNS THE RIFLES?
ured in romance from "The School
er of this car will receive the Remy
Meridian, Miss., Sept. 23. In the for Scandal" to the "Pickwick
Grand Brassard, and if Remy ignition
shifting fortunes of war In Mexico, it
J is
seems that a carload' of rifles has
employed, the driver will receive
been abandoned by the owners and
$50 a week for twenty consecutive
Where They Fall.
despite the fact that the consignment
There are many who theoretically weeks. If the car winning the first
is worth many thousands of dollars admit that "the life is more than 400 miles is equipped with a Schebler
there Is a probability that It will be meat," but who fail practically and carburetor, $1,000 in gold will be givsolid in order to satisfy some small broadly to make the application in en the driver
by F. H. Wheeler, presisac"Wheeler-Schebleclaims against it. The matter will social life. These are they who
(comIn mill, or shop, or kitch- dent of the
others
rifice
be discussed before the court here tomust
in
race
Cars
entered
the
pany.
themselves
may
en, in order that they
morrow. The car of rifles was dis- make
bigger profits, escape the bur- ' have a piston displacement which
covered several months ago by agents dens of care, or dine with an epi- will not exceed 450 cubic Inches and
of the department of justice. Their curean luxury. It has been truly said a minimum
weight of 1,600 pounds.
vigilance evidently unsettled the plans that a civilization "which loses life
in preparation for the 500- Activity
of the owners as the car was ordered In providing the means to live Is not
mile race has already begun at the
from place to place on the Mobile & highly moral," and that a society
Two
"which can afford luxuries for some Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
'
Ohio railroad in this state. finally cannot
easily justify unhealthful con- new grandstands are being erected,
the rifles were unloaded into a ware- ditions of production, or lack of gen- one of which, at the southwest
turn,
house here. With the passing of time eral education." Neither for society will consist
of boxes and will
entirely
the owners apparently have lost their nor for the Individual can wealth, be
to the present paddock
desire to obtain the shipment and in property, ease or enjoyment be conThe
stand.
other, which Is 500 feet
the tangle of many changes in billing sidered as ultimate. These things at
we live for, but long will be located on the straight
not
are
what
best
there Is considerable doubt as to who what we live with. Zion's Herald.
away north of srrandstand C. The
has any right to give orders in regard
erection of these grand stands will
to the handling of the consignment.
on Same Land Far Between.
furnish additional seating capacity
Crops
There Is an excellent chance, local
Though tobacco is the chief product for 18,000 people. The Speedway
lawyers say, of the rifles remaining of North Borneo, the land produces but
are also being equipped with
out of action for many months to one crop of the product in seven or grounds
of water from Speedway
come.
nine years, with the result that new a supply
which
is located immediately
City,
Aftmust
fields
be cleared every year.
the road from the Speedway
across
out
an
is
burned
and
er
the
jungle
a
Adenoids are Menace to Children
Adenoids result from a succession army of Chinese coolies Is turned on and this will afford fire protection for
of colds In babies and young children. the land wltb hoes to dig it and preThey spoil the mental and physical pare it for planting. No plows are
life of a child. The condition .that used. The young tobacco plants ae
cauees them may easily be avoided by set out by hand and kept clean with
careful parents. Quickly and thor- hoes. It Is necessary for a tobacco
oughly cure all colds and throat Irri- planter to possess thousands of acres
tations by the use of Foley's Honey of uncultivated land In reserve, and
and Tar Compound, and adenoids will to employ 500 to 1.000 coolies.
not develop. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
"A-tru- n

FORESTERS

Success Is Result of Eternal
Kr. RaglanJ Writes Interesting

a

OF SANITATION

STOMACH TROUBLES

complexion maiden that every
one at some time between childhood
and old age has decided would be the PREPARATION FOR AUTOMOBILE
ideal wife, says the Arkansas Gazette.
EVENT AT INDIANAPOLIS IN
Why, she has all sorts of draw1914 BEGINS
backs!

At druggists, grocers and dealers, $1.00.
The Dully Malt Whisker Co.. Rochester. If. T.
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peaches-and-crear-

golden-haire-

THREE

1913.

RACE

500-MIL- E

The brunette Is coming into her
v
own. Science says bo.
Forget the mental picture of the

23,

NEED

ENTRIES FOR THE

European Physicians Credit Dark
Maiden With Many Advantages
Over Her Fairer Sister. -

Helping Health
for over half a
century
Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey

SEPTEMBER

METHODIST CONFERENCE
Mankato, Minn., Sept. 23. Bishop

William A. Quayle of the Methodist
church will be the presiding officer
at the
annual session of
the Minnesota Methodist conference,
which opened here today with religious services and will continue
through the rest of the week. After
today the business sessions will be
held in the forenoons, while the afternoons, and evenings will be devoted to
public meetings and anniversaries of
the various boards and .benevolent
societies.
fifty-nint-

h

H0UDAN
Facing a Serious Proposition
The man or woman who has kidney
trouble is facing a serious proposition,

IS

GREAT

FORAGER

Bird Is Capable of Hunting for Greater
Portion of Food When Insects
Are In Abundance.

where grave complications readily follow neglect. Foley Kidney Pills are
an honest curative medicine that once
(By W. R. GILBERT.)
taken Into your system mean restored
The Houdan is a splendid forage
health and strength. O. G. Schaefer on the grass range, and during period
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
in which insect and vegetable life
it is capable of hunting iov
TO DISCUSS FOOTBALL RULES
the greater portion of its food.
New York, Sept. 23. The annual stands confinement tolerably well, or !
conference between the Intercolle if rightly managed It is a good bre.'
suburb:--Ite- .
giate football rules committee, the for the town dweller or the
a
of
is
breed
It
worthy
central board of officials and the
notice from those who do.si
coaches and managers of college foot- a
class of fowls.
good,
ball teams, for, the purpose of decid Is an egg and meat producer of hit-''ing various points in the interpreta quality, features that few other M
breeds can lay claim t..
tion of football rules will be held at
the Hotel Manhattan this evening and
I
Preventing Bowel Trouble.
a large attendance is expected. SevWhere milk is fed regularly auu a
eral important questions which have
teaspoonful each, of ginger and hkk'.i
arisen since last year's conference added to each gallon every third o,
will be discussed and definitely
fourth day, there will be no cholera
or other bowel troubles. Stir the
until thoroughly dissolved
This is very easily prepared
nd will keep their digestive organs
toned and sweetened.

A Duty that Every Man Owes to Taoso
who Perpetuate tho Race.

'

coi'-'-crabl-

e

d

:

mix-cur-

e

before-feeding-

.

Air Space.
The air space should occupy more
than
of the egg before the
end of the hatch.
one-thir- d

-

V'

It Is Just s Important that mm should
know of progressive methods in advance t
motherhood.
The snfferlmt, pain and distress Incident to child-bearin- g
can be mattv
avoided by having at baud a boltia of
Blether's Mend.
This Is a wonderful, penetrating:, external application that relieves all tension
upon tbe muscles and enables thera toexpantl
s.
without the painful strain tipon the
Thus there is avoided ail those nervous speils ; the tendency to nausea er morning sickness In counteracted, mt a bright,
sunny, happy disposition Is preserved tiiitt
reflects wonderfully upon the character ami
temperament of the little one soon to erica
Its eyes In bewilderment at ths joy of 'his
Tou can obtain a bottle of
arrival.
"Mother's friend" at any dn!
tor at
11.00, and It will be the best dollar's wurtu
yott ever obtained.
It preserves ths nir,ih
er'g health, enables her to make a q;ii7;
and complete recovery, and thus with,
newod strength site "will eaier!y
o
herself to the care and attention
t,
mean so much to the welfare of
Write to tin Bradiicl Krgnialor
jLamar Bid., Atlanta, (5a., fur I
win;
able and Instructive hoofc of jriHii-iin
fP
expectant mothers. Gee a birtiiij y j;

r"

f'.,

er's

Fric-a-
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who are in sound health, although well
santed by the prepaid order, and that
along In the tenth decade.
no charge shall be less than 23 cents AGA
'
M. Schomel-Roy- ,
a resident of Ver
nor more than $1.
sailles, has attracted attention to him
It also was decided to investigate
self on account of his age. He recent
the desirability of establishing a clergy
bureau for the purpose of Issuing tickly started civil proceedings in an in
ets at reduced fare to clergymen at
fringement case, and it came out durChicago and St Louis. It is expected
ing the hearing that he was born
that action on the subject will be takAugust 25, 1807, at Versailles, and that
en the next meeting of the association.
he saw Napoleon I frequently. Owing
In compliance with a request from
to the fact that hlB father bad an
BAC appointment at Napoleon's court, Mr. COLONEL TWITCHELL EXPLAINS
BUT RAILROADS ARE CHEERED the Northwestern and St. Paul roads, PRINCE OF INDIA PLAYS
THE MONETARY VALUE OF
a vote was taken in favor of establishSchomel-RoCARAT AT MONTE CARLO
BY A BIG INCREASE EAST
frequently played with
OLD MISSIONS
WITH GREAT ABANDON
the little king of Rome.
ing round trip fares for points in the
OF THAT STREAM
hunting-districtof Wisconsin and
In its historic ruins and marvelous
Count Stenboch Fermor, of the IsTraffic returns are showing in- Michigan on the basis of double one
Paris, Sept. 23. The Aga Kahn, the
New Mexico has an asset
creases east of the Missouri river, and way fare to Chicago, plus the fares mmensely wealthy prince of India, land of Great Lyakerskjy, New Sibe- scenery
can
which
be made of more value
to
lines
those
destination
of
by
to
of
charged
who among other things is head
findings
losses west, according
ria, has presented to the natural histhe Mohammedan religion in his coun tory museum in Paris what is con- than fertile fields and producing
the New York Evening Post. This is beyond.
After considerable discussion an try, caused a sensation at Deauville sidered to be the finest specimen of mines, is the belief of Colonel R. E.
Iue to the rush of grain in Kansas,
Twitchell, who addressed an audience
was reached that private Cashio
'agreement
over,
and
Oklahoma
Nebraska
being
recently by his high play at a mammoth yet found.
at the Duncan opera house last night
cars
shall
he
and
passenger
and to its increase in Iowa, Illinois, baggage
bacarrat. He seemed to be quite in
The gift is especially interesteing
"Soldiers of the Cross."
25
on
of
the
hauled
basis
hereafter
on
and in the northwest. Loadings
different whether he won or lost, and because the animal had not finished upon
Colonel
Twitchell gave an interesta
cents
mile, with a minimum charge many
all roads, taking the aggregate, show
people who observed him ex digesting; his last meal at the moment
outline
of the work of the early
a
move
each
car
ing
one
of
for
$15
way
when
substantial gains over last year,
pressed their conviction that he had of his death, countless centuries ago. Franciscan missionaries, who brought
A
of
ment.
number
for
A
applications
were
gratifydecidedly heavy.
no actual knowledge at any time on Thus the savants are, for the first
they
the Christian faith to the southwest.
reduced fares to conventions and
this point.
ing feature is the Increase In the
time, able to study accurately the na- He praised their Christian zeal, and
were
other
denied.
miscelgatherings
and
merchandise
of
movement
It was the custom of the prince to ture of the flora of the far distant said their motive was none other than
Demand for New Equipment
laneous freight, and 'prospects of a
go to the gambling rooms accompani- epoch; they have simply to examine to
bring the gospel of Christ to the
ryfin,! innvompnt rtf O
prflln from now on
Although the volume of equipment ed by a servant carying a valise full the contents of the mammoth's stomach Indian inhabitants of the
The latter, however, depends a great contracts placed during August was of bank notes. The prince, from time He was found in an absolutely comcountry. Their greatest reideal upon prices, as farmers are dis- - almost as small as in either June or to time
during the play would either plete condition in a strata of ice. The ward was the crown of martyrdom.
posed to hold corn at around 70 cents July, which were the worst months request his servant, who stood behind skin, which is without a scratch ,is The
story of their peaceful conquest
in Illinois for both old and new.
experienced In the trade for some his chair to remove the piles of win- covered withh reddish hair, thick and of the
country was interesting, illusa
Is
less of pessimistic feeling years, the latter part of the month
There
and stuff them in the valise, or soft to the touch as that of a lap trated as it was with
nings
pictures of the
as regards future business in the cen- witnessed an encouraging upturn In else to supply him with fresh bun dog. The work of digging out the
and the missions which they
friars
thenorthwest
the amount of nw business on the dies of
tral west, while in
notes to hazard. monster from this primeval cold stor- erected.
where the wheat crop is an average market am1 ,cnve
of a revival
the servant was more
Perhaps
age and bringing him to Paris wa's
In speaking of the old missions'
in ,the fall
one, following the record yield of bst In cqnlpii;than the master and knew one of extreme difficulty. The body value to New Mexico Colonel Twitchis
in
now
good, months.
t c she inquiries
general
year, the feeling
whether fortune smiled or not, but to was cut carefully into pieces each one ell declared that the ruins of the
except 'in sections of South Hakota being bid on are expected to be placed observers he was as inscrutable as labelled
and then carried 1,800 miles ancient churches in this state anteend North Dakota, where crop losses within a few days bo that the first the
' to a railway line on dog sledges.
and gave no sign.
date the missions of California by
prince
were serious.
half of September should make a satThe
Duke Boris of Russia
Grand
The
museum
come
into
has
many years and are of a distinctly
possesis
io isfactory showing. Trade interests,
The outlook for the corn crop
divided
the attention of onlookers sion of the skeleton of an enormous different and more beautiful style of
better than two weeks ago, and future however, do not appear particularly
New Mexico, too, has
or dinosaurus found near Majunga, on architecture.
business in some respects does not pleased with the outlook, as they hold with the Aga, frequently winning
at a the west coast of Madagascar, by the ruins.of an older civilization, the cave
50,000 francs
($10,000)
losing
indications
but
that no marked activity in railroad
promise anything big,
explorer Perrier de la Batie. Some dwellers and" the cliff dwellers, which
ere that there will be an unusually buying can be expected, unless there sitting.
idea of the dimension of this mon- add to the charm of its other intersecis a material slackening in the money
vide distribution of grain from
The scenery, too,
Americans taking their vacations ster may be gained from the fact that esting attractions.
tions having a surplus, to those where markets as well as a change in the
cannot
be
surpassed.
a
man
can
seclift
one
a failure or a partial failure exists. railroad situation to warrant the hope at French" resorts this season have strong
barely
"If such attractions lay within a
Indications point to a decrease in of Increased earnings by the roads.
been amazed at charges which appear tion of the vertebrae. Although only
distance of Denver, Colorado
short
to be higher than anywhere else in partially disinterred, the natural hisearning on soma of the roads this
It is pointed out that railroad
or, in fact, any other city
Springs,
museum
of
as
the
estimate
compared with last year.
month,
for some time past have been the world. A room with a bath for tory experts
filled with people who know how to
A traffic official on ono road says
from
measurements
of
the
35
parts
they turn
francs ($7) a day during July at
largely taken care of by equipment
their assets Into money," said
this is due to a falling off in the grain trust issues, which, It is held, is suffi- one of the frequented hotels at Deau- already have that this dinosaurian
Colonel Twitchell, "good roads would
movement west of the Missouri river, cient proof that the systems are not ville, rose to 200
size
in
exceeds
the
francs ($40) a day considerably
be built and every inducement would
which tins not been overcome by the buying nny more
a plaster cast of which Mr.
equipment than throughout August.
The ordinary
be made to attract tourists. I firmly
increase In the states east of it or by they need.j Purchases ot motive pow- charge for a
museum. Another
single room at the resort Carnegie gave the
believe that New Mexico has more
sufficient enlargement of the mercha- er, rolling stock and rails are for the is 100
francs ($20) a day. These are acquisition is the skeleton of one of to offer to the tourist than any other
ndise and miscellaneous
traffic. An most part replacement elTarges and prices asked of. all
the fabulous birds known to palaeoncomers, whether
part of the southwest. Some day the
enlargement in the coal business is should be taken care of out of cur- Americans, Russian
tologists as apiornis, which stood 3 8 state will be
dukes
or
populated by people who
grand
reported on nearly all roads. On the rent earnings.
feet tall.
Frenchmen.
will recognize the value of the old
Illinois Central the lumber business
A Parisian
ruins and the scenery. They wi capjournalist made note of
shows the best increase. On the SanSenor Maura, the Spanish conserva- italize them
his experiences at Deauville.
New Burlington Short Line
and the state will be visThe
ta Fe total loadings last week were 2
clerk at the first hotel he entered re- tive leader, who has twice resigned ited yearly by thourands of visitors
Monroe, City, Mo Sept. 23 A surper cent larger tlian last year, gains
plied to his enquiry for a room that the premiership of Spain, has a way who will spend their money and who
being mainly in live stock, lumber and vey has been started between Monroe one
remained at 80 francs ($36) a of "speaking frankly to his royal mas- will prove a source of revenue, at the
greatly to the surprise of railroad of- City and Moberly by the Burlington
a room for one person, with, ter, King Alfonso. Just now Paris same time feeling that they have
ficials, refrigerator freight from the railroad for the purpose of securing a dayjust
is amused at two remarks made by amply been
of
course, no bath. The clerk seemrepaid for their outlay of
,' Pacific
roast is showing gains, and new route for a short line. A little
Maura to the king in public.
time
to
in visiting New
and
ed
money
for
the
apologize
low
the outlook for the fruit, crop there over one year ago the Burlington made
price, and
When he resigned the first time the Mexico. I believe that the old ruins
Is satisfactory.
a survey from here to Moberly, the to fear the visitor might suppose that
statesman said: "Kings who amuse and the other attractions can be made
Conservatism prevails among Job- route being- on an airline, running a a room at so trivial a rate could not
themselves at playing with crowns as valuable a source of revenue for
bers and manufacturers, but there is little north of Clapper and Paris, it be of much account. "We abandon
lose them." '
this state as fertile fields and
to
it
you at 80 francs," said he, "be- frequently
the regular seasonable gain in busi- Is said that the Burlington Is desirous
On
the
occasion he said:
second
mines."
cause
it
is
not
of
but
comes
time
large,
ness that usually
it really is
at this
getting the shortest route between
Colonel Twitchell explained the pro"The premier in most constitutionin the central west-- and dry good3 Chicago and Kansas City. The pro- a good room." The enquirer hesitatal countries must have two things in posed exhibit which New Mexico is to
jobbers say that where some cancel- posed route would shorten the dis- ed at that and crossed the street to
to govern, first the confidence have at the San Diego fair. This is
lations were made in the states west tance considerably, and at the same another establishment. The best that order
of
and second the confid- to consist of a reproduction' of one
parliament,
of the Missouri river last month, they time would avoid a number of heavy could be odne there" was a room for
ence of the crown. In Spain, however,
120
reinfrancs
would
a
been
instances
The
be
route
short
in
Have
($24)
numerous,
grades.,
day; he returned
three things are necessary, the con
stated by Interior distributors.
equivalent to four railroads for Mon- and took the 80 franc room. A simfidence of parliament, the confidence
31.50
lunch
in
at
A good business
ple
grain passed roe City.
($6. SO), a cab to thp
races, after considerable barganing, of the crown, and cofldence in the
over western railroads last week,
confidence of the crown."
40 francs
there being an increase in deliveries
($8), and dinner at 43
francs ($8.63) completed the expen- at Chicago of f.360,000 bushels, or IS
NEW INTERPRETATION
sive day.
per cent more than the previous WANT CURRENCY BILL
Kan., Sept. 23. An interWichita,
of
537,000 bushels,
week, a decrease
of the Mann white slave act
pretation
or 5.7 per cent from last year, but an
ENTIRELY CHANGED
lhe refusal of several aeroplane by Federal
Judge John C, Pollock that
Increase of 1,760,000 bushels, or 24.8
manufacturers to enter their ma seemed at variance with
that of Fedaverthe
with
as
cent
compared
per
chines for the international cup comage for the past five years. Wheat re- SENATORS REED AND HITCHCOCK petition, at Itheins, indicates that ae- eral Judge Van Fleet, of San Francisco, in the Maury I. DIggs and F. Drew
TO
OBJECT SERIOUSLY
ceipts decreased 129,000 bushels, while
rial racing is going the way of auto- Caminetti
trials, caused Lee Baker,
corn made the best showing in recent
PROVISIONS
ITS
mobile racing.
of iPeabody, Kan., who was arraigned
years, and gained 1,459,000 bushels
Designers aver that the
today on a white slavery charge, to
for the week, and oats showed a gain
is
Washington, Sept. 23. Complete reand lightly constructed
air ma- change his
delivadof 10,000 bushels. The wheat
plea from "guilty" to "not
vision of the framework of the
chines
built
do
not
for
speed
actually guilty."
eries were 592,000 bushels less than ministration currency bill was proadvance ;aviation more than machines
Judge Pollock Bald the Mann act aplast year, and oats were off 1,068,000 posed by Senators Reed, Hitchcock
built for automobile racing alone are
plied only to criminal features of the
bushels, but corn made a gain of and Bristow today during thev exami
fit for every-da- y
practical use. Avia- interstate transportation of women.
969,000 bushels.
nation of Samuel Untermyer before tion
to be entering up- Baker,
appears
today
In
ot
it
The northwest had the best
through his attorney, had
the senate banking committee;.
the grain traffic last week, getting 20 Reed and Hitchcock have vigorous- on a period in which study and experi- pleaded guilty, when the judge asked:
ment will be carried out in the direc"Do you base your plea on the inper cent. The Rock Island was sec- ly assailed certain provisions of the
ond with 16 per cent. The Burlington house bill. Today Senator Heed ad- tion of heavier, slower and safe ma- terpretation of the law in the Dlggs
The effort will be to drive case?"
secured 14, St Paul and Illinois Cen- vanced what he called the Hitchcock chines.
a
heavier
apparatus at a speed less
Great
The
each.
cent
13
had
tral
Baker's attorney replied that he
per
nlan. which would eliminate the
than a
or did, and said he had
dangerous
Western 6, Alton and Santa E 4, and
and
banks
reserve
w ct reiHonal
expected the
more, the velocity, attained by most same
cur-cev
tne wanasn ana jsiem ui
cose.
in
of
this
issue
ruling
a
government
substitute
of this season
each.
"Under the law, as I construe it,"
individual banks on commer- lightweight aeroplanes
SO
; 4 V
cant
the judge said, "the criminal feature
5
a
per
'
backed
,;,.v
,by
cent of the
Prepaid Order Charge
President Poincare received ' four must be proved. It was not the aim
railroads at-- ; 8
Chicago, Sept 23.-- A11
That
bank.
centenarians
during his teecnt visit to of congress to prevent the personal esf
s
filiated with the Central Penger apiui
.'Of- IBM.!
Limousin'
The eldest capade of any man. If the governthe
country.'
"
association will hereafter collect a wouia
100 years ment cannot prove this man took the
was 106.
The
youingest,
,
triUcised'the regional eld, had been the postmaster of the girl to another state for a criminal
charge for all prepaid orders for tick-ets handled either by telegraph or. Senator Reea
Invidual village of Vaulry for 67 years.
purpose, I shall instruct the Jury to
as making
telephone. A rule to this effect was bank plan
was told, as are all acquit him. The Jurisdiction of the
combination
The
a
to
president
"subservient
adopted at a meeting of the assocla- banks
'
visitors to the Limousin, that health government in cases of this kind ir
'.
tion held here today, other passenger of banks."
Hitcnthe
and long life are the finest products of based on the criminal laws."
Mr. Untermyer opposed
associations are expected to take slml-- j
Baker then pleaded not gulty and
the region. Besides the four centen
as
not
otiewus
lar action within a short time. The cock plan
ten
case went to trial.
of
told
was
the
the
the
is
president
arians,
rule of the association provides that curity to the government for
99 years old
were
who
other
will
persons
Mr.
Untermyer
charges shall be made on the basis of sue of currency.
The lands burned over during the
and of 20 near the village of Vaulry
1 per cent ot the total amount repre- - return Monday.
terrible fires on the Idaho national
forests In 1910 are now largely covered with & thick growth of young tree
seedlings, by natural
r-v
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of the old missions, that at Acoma, Union Pacific, St. Paul, Great Northmodified by the addition of some of ern, New York Central and Amalgathe features of other New Mexico mated were forced a point under yesf

missions. Within the building vt(ll
be installed a motion picture outfit
which will be used to Illustrate the
industries, .resources and scenery of
the state.
Colonel Twitchell's lecture was interesting and instructive. It was heard
by a fair sized audience, though it
was worthy of a "standing room only
crowd.

terday's close. Reading broke to
169i and Steel was also very heavy.
The market closed weak. Falling
off in orders for , steel products, despite lower prices, and intimation that
some of the smaller plants might be
closed down until conditions were
remedied caused increased selling of
United States Steel. More weakness
was shown in other shares. The coal- ers declined sharply. Reading sold
two points below its best.
The last sales were as follows:
77
Amalgamated Copper
111
Sugar ...
95
Atchison
...113
'Northern Pacific
. Art ot
In
107g
neuuiug
Southern Paoific
....... 92
160
Union Pacific
64
United States Steel
109
United States vSteel, pfd

t

TO GET COLD STORAGE BANQUET
23. Cold
Chicago, Sept.
storage

products, from clams to cseese, will
be served to delegates to the third
International Congress of Refrigeration now iirsession here, at the banquet to be tendered to them this evenThe principal object of this
ing.
rather unusual banquet is to show to
the delegates from the 44 foreign
countries represented at the congress
that the American cold storage methods are highly efficient and have been
CHICAGO BOAKD OF TRADE
unjustly assailed1 both in America and
23. Decrease
of
Chicago,
in various European countries where
Sept.
American products are in the market. slocks of wheat in Chicago elevators
acted as more than an offset today for
Yellow complexion, pimples and dis- bearish advices from Australia, Ai
figuring blemishes on the face or gen tine and Russia. The opening vathe liver, which is torpid. HERBINE ried from Y4. lower to
advance, and
body can be gotten rid of by doctorinz there was
a
hardlater
further
slight
is a powerful liver corectant. It purifies the system, stimulates the vital ening of the market. The close was
1 cent under last
to
organs and puts the body In fine vi- nervous,
Price 50c. Sold by night
gorous condition.
Central Drag Co. Adv.
Predictions of freezing weather liftcorn." Prices started a shade to
ed
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
SV4
higher and after a little reaction
23.
The series cf
New York, Sept.
narrow fluctuations in stocks during tool; once more to the upgrade. The
the morning gave the market no per- close was unsettled at a net decline
sistent selling and afforded little op- of Vs. cent.
Oats showed firmness in sympathy
portunity 'for trading for either bulls
with
coin. Demand, though, was light
or bears. Movements were governed
the
and
gain not important.
and
of
Reading
largely by the actions
In provisions, the bear side had the
Union Pacific.
Reading for a time!
ruled a point over yesterday's elope advantage owing to a setback in the
to
hog market. First sales were 2
and Union Pacific as much below.
10 cents at 12
lower and there apReiterations of bullish rumors
to be no tendency to rally.
special issues had temporary peared
The
closing
quotations were:
but
on
general speculation,
bearing
Wheat, Sept. 85; Dec. 88; May
lost their potency when the suppl!
of stocks became too large. Furthe' 92.
Corn, Sept. 74V4; Dec. 71; May
buying was restrained by indications
that higher prices were, utilized to dis- 73.
Oats, Sept. 48; Dec. 42; Mas
tribute stocks. Reading, People's Gas
and Canadian Pacific sufered a sharp 46.
Pork, Jan. $19.97; May $20.17.
relapse from their earlier prices. LiLard, Jan. $30.97; May $11.12.
Rock
issues
Island
the
of
quidations
were checked and the collateral fours
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
and the preferred stock reb&unded
reKansas
City, Sept. 23. Hogs,
were
Bonds
irregular.'
sharply.
5 cents lower.
Market
13,000.
The tone of the market improved. for ceipts
heavy $8.158.60;
a time after midday, when short cov- Bulk
butchers
and
became
Union
packers
more
$8.208.70;
general.
erings
Pacific led an upward movement In lights $8.208.65; pigs $67.50.
Market
Cattle, receipts 21,000.
which it turned a morning loss of a
point into a rise of V2 point. Shorts steady. Prime fed steers $8.70
in the stock were timid and bought 9.20; dressed beef steers $7.508.75;
freely while the directors of the com- western steers $6.508.40; southern
pany were meeting in the fear that steers $5.507; cows $4.257; heifsomething might be done in regard to ers $59; stockers and feeders $5.51)
the rumored extra dividend.
8; bulls $4.506.25; calves $5.50
Prices took a decisive dip downward 9.75.
Market
14,000.
late in the day. Announcement that
Sheep, receipts
nothing of speculative importance was steady to weak. Lambs $6.507.15;
done at thet Union Pacific meeting af- yearlings $4.755.75; wethers. $4.25
forded an opportunity for a bear drive.
4.75; ewes $3.604.25.
1
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AMY
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Our line

over-engin-e-d

replete with novelties, mo?t of them exclusive
styles, a.t very reasonable pricesrUnei!uaJled
select patterns, superior merit in
'j

'

SUITS, COATS, DRESSES

HATS AND SHOES

"

mile-a-mlnu-

t,

jrf

WE ARE OUTFITTERSjFROM HEAD TO FOOT
TOR THE! WHOLE FAMILY

topef
ett

Garments for Women
Manhattan Shirts

Palmer end R.edfern

Stein Bloch Suits for Men
Stetson Shoes and Hats
Stanley Underwear for Men
Boy Scout Shoes

OPPOSITE

'-

-

'-

-'

MARK

TRADE

.

S.y R3.

1903

y. ...,:
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BY ED. V. PRICE A CO.

Manufacturers of artificial limbs
are seeking substitutes for English
willow,, used because of its combined
lightness and strength. It is claimed
that the Port Orford cedar of the Pa
cific coast will prove equally service
able.
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LA? VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

BASKETBALL

With a .view to ascertaining whether a man whom he calls "Raines"
Austrian may be held for violation of the Mann
Franke, a pretty
girl, was picked up here today by the white slavery law, J. D. Adams, of
sheriff of Maricopa
police and is thought to nave been a. Phoenix, Ariz.,
victim, of the New York white slave county, has written to Sheriff Roman
agents. The girl told the police a Gallegos of San Miguel county asking
lurid tale of her arrival from Austria, Information.
The man in question is believed by
imprisonment in New York by a man
and then awakening1 fn Milwaukee, the Bheriff and by Deputy District
when she thought she was en route to Attorney Chester A. Hunker to be
Passaic, N. J., where her parents now Aaron Rainey; of this city.
live. She said she was gTVen some
The letter from the sheriff of Mari"medicine" when she got on the New copa county is as follows:
York train and the next she knew
"Phoenix, Ariz.; Sept. 23.
was when the local police took her "Senor Roman Gallegos,
in charge.
"Sheriff, Las Vegas, N. M.,
"Dear Sir:
NEW YORK'S CONVENTIONS
"It Is reported to me that a man
New York, Sept. 23. The nomina named Raines recently came
here
and
chief
tion
for
of
who
candidates
woman
a
with
judge
from
your city
Miss Mabel Clary of Pomona, Calif.
Schmidt.
Mrs.
F.
of
name
the
gives
several
U in Las Vegas visiting for
, v,
,
From what Is reported to me and from
weeks. She is the guest of Mr. and Mean state
convention that assembled the man's talk, it would appear that
Mrs. Perry Onion.
here today, but the party leaders he has a wife in Las Vegas and thai
James Cochran, dining car inspector
planned to make the gathering one of he left there with this woman. Ac
for tha Fred Harvey system, was a wider
importance than this duty sig cording to his story they met on the
visitor in Las Vegas today from his nified. It became .known
today that train, and, as' they were both com In?
headquarters at Chicago.
opposed to the leadership to
republicans
Phoenix, they traveled together.
Miss Ella Crawford, who has been of William
Barnes, Jr., had had an
her arrival here she rented a
J.'
Upon
W.
Lucas
Mrs.
the guest of Mr. and
over-nigmeeting to urge the selecof this city, for the past few weeks, tion of Senator Elihu Root as perma- house and he is boarding with her.
--"I wish
you would look up the' case
has left for her home at Pittsburgh.
nent chairman and Job E. Hedges as
out what you can about
find
and
indrove
D.
Claussen and family
0.
chairman of the resolutions
them with a view of deciding whether
to Las Vegas this morning in their
or not they have violated the Mann
Ford automobile on their way to Caliwhite slavery law.
Newton.
at
home
their
fornia from
"Please advise me fully at your earKan.
BOOT
ANOTHER
convenience. I hope some day
liest
CaldMr. and Mrs. C. B. Barnes of
be
to
able to return the favor.
in
Las
arrived
yesVegas
well, Kan.,
"Yours Truly,
terday evening for a several days' visFOR YOAKUM
"J. D. ADAMS,
to
on
are
their
way
it here. They
"Sheriff."
California.
west
several
went
who
Rainev.
Dr. and Mrs. W. W. Crenshaw of
HE WILL MEET' STEVE KETCHEL weeks ago,
to Arizona, rein
presumably
Las
arrived
Vegas
Mustang, Olda.,
IN DENVER NEXT FRIDAY
turned Sunday night. Yesterday af r
last night on their way to California.
NIGHT
ternoon, in company with his wife and
They will remain here for several
as
visitors.
daughter, he hoarded Santa Fe train
days
Denver, Colo., Sept. 23. The
Kn 10
The wife and daughter, it
Mrs. J. S. Little of Mora has gone
club has signed Steve was stated, were going1 to Oswego,
Athletic
to New York City, Washington, D. C
Ketchel and Sanley Yoakum for a
Kan., while Rainey was to accompany
her former home, and a number of
Broadto
take
bout
at
the
place
them as far as Wagon Mound, returnother cities where she will visit
arena next Friday night. Ketchel ing to Las Vegas last night. He was
way
weeks.
several
friends for
is the crack Chicago lightweight who not to be found in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. J. E. McMahon of Clovis came
Eddie
has defeated Sammy Trott,
reThe sheriff and deputy district
will
in yesterday afternoon and
are investigating the case.
main here during the coming winter Clabby and' Maurice Thompson. He
draw
a
to
has
battled
Char.ie
White
with her daughters, who are attend
They have informed the Arizona sher
and held Eddie Johnson even In a iff, it is understood, of Rainey's move
Univers
New
Mexico
Normal
the
ing
bout at Pueblo last Thurs- ments.
ity.
Yoakum
made himself
night.
day
few
for
the
Chart Gannon,
past
Upon the date of Rainey's departure
local
won
with
he
fans
when
local
Santa
popular
an
of
the
for
the west, it is understood, Mrs.
employe
years
Fe Railway company, left this after- over Red Butler of Kansas City Fri- Schmidt, who has been a resident of
noon, for Santa Rita where he will en- day night.
Las Vegas for several years, left the
This bout should furnish local' fans city. The two are reported to have
ter the employ of the Chlno Copper
with plenty of action. Both light- traveled upon the same train. They
company as a machinist.
Cecilio Rosenwald and James Clay weights are willing mixers and battle are said to have been seen together
have returned from a business trip every second of' a contest. Yoakiim at Albuquerque.
into the Canon del Agua country. They proved his gameness in his recent batA short time after Rainey's deparinreport the grass green, but state a tle with Butler. He has fought some ture his wife Is Bald to have made
to
as
in
her
of
of
his weight
hug;
the best boys
the quiries about the city
heavy rain is needed to replenish the
water holes, which are beginning to southwest and. has fought two draws band.
with Eddie Johnson.
Mrs. Schmidt's husband died
lry up.
veara ago. She has a daughter
about 8 years of age, who accompanied
her to Phoenix, it Is stated.
of
in the name
The similarity
.'.'Raines" and Rainey and the fact that
sl- Rainey is said to have left here
has
Mrs.
Schmidt,
miiltaneouslv with
led the sheriff's office to believe that
Ari
the man inquired about by the
ot
tnis
Aaron
Rainey
zona, officer is
city. The officers expect to queimuu
RWv uoon his return, in order to
Clothes-Attentiv- e
learn his story of the affair, It is
WHITE SLAVE VICTIM
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 23 Manny

If You Are

and prefer the little tnfceties
of personally r measured garments, you can secure com-

plete satisfaction and save considerable money by having our
famous':!,

il

1
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$

if

tailors
Chicago
.
?
;

f
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y

Ed. 'V. Price & Co.
make your new Autumn and Winter suit or
overcoat expressly for you from your choice
of 500 beautiful woolens, many of which are
exclusive as well as distinctive-

.-

"

Guarantee of fit and service-- .
goes without saying.
vai'j

ft tfta

VeaLeftdinStora

(several years was emat the Masonic and
sexton
as
nloved
Odd Fellows' cemeteries.
Mra Schmidt since the death or ner
husband, has made a living by acting
as janitress for several buildings
nau
downtown. She is said to nave
uttiA monev. having saved some ond
received the rest through an insurance policy -- carried by her husband.

-

Tjoinr for

i

Do business in a

"

DENIES BROTHER'S MARRIAGE
Rome, Sept. 23. Prince Joseph Rosat
Stresa,
died
who
yesterday
pigliosl,
did not contract any marriage by religious rite with Mrs F. H. Parkhurst
formerly Miss
Maine,
of Bangor,
Mary E. Jennings Reid of New Or

way and secure for yourself the

e

great number of privileges that

'
are yours without cost as a result.
Office hours are convenient and employees obliging: and polite. There is much information and
advice that is free to our depositors, and we are always ready to consult you, if you wish.
(

BANK
PEOPLES
'
-

CAPITAL

Judging from the material that
turned out last night at the basket
ball 'meeting held in the Commercial
club rooms and the interest shown,
the coming basketball season will
ex
prove to be one of the best
perienced in Las Vegas. Fourteen
young men showed up Wed with the
proper spirit to start a real, live city
basketball team. Orrin Blood acted
as .chairman. After some iiscusfcicm
it was decided that the organ! .at ion
should be a city team but that the
members of the team should be allowed to play in the .Y. M. C. A. basketball league which will be orsavlssed
during October. All games clayed
with teams from other citlaa in the
state will bo managed and r.lnyod under the city team's auspices, while all
league games will be played lot the
benefit of the Y. M. C. A
William Snrineer. one of' Las
Vegas' liveliest basketball ooostsrs,
was unanimously elected manager of
the team. Mr. Springer consented to
take this position and will have entire
charge of the team during the season.
L. T. Swallow was elected temporary

-

TODAY'S BASEBALL

TR.UST CO.

(EL

-

-

1

$113

000.00

GOAL 'AHD
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

National League
Philadelphia at Chicago;
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
Boston at St. Louia.

2

games.

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

American League
Chicago at Boston.
St. Louis at Washington.
Detroit at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at New York.
iiiittimmiMiiiitiimiiiiinw

1

American Association
Kansas City at Indianapolis.
Minneapolis at Louisville.
Milwaukee at Toledo.
St. Paul at Columbus.

The present plans will allow the
players to enter the.Y. M. C. A. league
and nlav' with this organization in
whatever teams they may be placed.
It was decided that the first game to
be played with an outside team should
be played on Thanksgiving day. All
games played under the auspices of
the city league will be played in the
.
armory.
Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Raton, Trinidad, Wagon Mound and Springer will
be Informed of the organization of
this team and a schedule will be arranged by the manager In which
some of these teams will play the
newly organized city team. All those
players present agreed to keep In
strict training during the season,
which will start October 1. They
will practice regularly, and present
indications are that Las Vegas will
turn out the fastest organization In
the southwest. Those present, at the
meeting last night were William
Springer, John Webb, Frank Winters,
Ted Hayward, Cecil Boucher, Prentice White, John Harris, Dave Hen-deRalph Rohrer, Oliver S. Peacock,
Harold H. Stewart, Walter Randolph,
Orrin Blood and L. T, Swallow.

:
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The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been
Let us wire your
burglarized
house for Edison Mazda Lamps.

Western League
Joseph, Sept. 23.

Las Vegas Light &

Power Company

J

E. Las

BASEBALL

At St. Louis

Chi

5; St. Louis,

Boston,

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D

American League
At Philadelphia Philadelphia,
,
Detroit,
At New York Cleveland, 5; New

LEAGUE

York, 4.
At Washington
NEW MEXICO, TEXAS AND ARIZONA CITIES INVITED TO
ENTER TEAMS

New Mex.

Veas,

0--

1.

TO JOIN A

J!

"Let's quit while the
quitting is good.,,

Morning
R.H.E.
game:
Wichita
....4 8 1
3 10 1
St. Joseph
Durham and Castle;
Batteries:
Boehler, Buscher, Jenkins and Griffith. Twelve innings.

cago,

,

worse than pistols and
bull dogs.

R. H. E.
2
6 2
Chicago
3 6 2
Boston
Batteries: Scott and Daly; Collins
and Thomas.

LAS VEGAS ASKED

,f;J;i

electric lights are

here

American League
Boston, Sept. 23 First game:

2--

-- i

"Nothing doing around

R.H.B.

National League
At Chicago Philadelphia,

"v,r

"Nix"

6 12 0
Brooklyn
1 8 5
Pittsburgh
Batteries: Yingling and1 W. Fischer;
Shenn, Manuax and Simon.

YESTERDAY'S

"Hi

vi'v,.,

National League
Pittsburgh, Sept. 23. First game:

St.

'

i

J

Western League
Wichita at St. Joseph.
Des Moines at Topeka.
Lincoln at Siouxt City.
Denver at Omaha.

captain.-

ington,

Raynolds,

Vice

S. B. DaviB, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.

President

Halien Raynolds, Cashier.

St. Louis, 7; Wash-

5.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

STANDING OF THE CLUBS
Secretary W. H. Stark of the Commercial club this morning received a
communication from the Amusement
Park company, of Albuquerque inquiring if Las. Vegas could be interested
in a baseball league to be composed
of teams from New Mexico, Texas,
Arizona and Colorado.
The plan of this company is to have
the league formed on a small scale
for this year, some of the games to
be played at the state fair. The let
ter states that Albuquerque Is strong
for the move and willingly will boost
the league along.
Las' Veeas might place a team In
this league and could win a number
of games. Is the belief of a number
of the fans, but baseball bugs find1
this locality too cool and have deserted
it. There, is little interest in the na
tional game here at the present time,
and as the season is too far advanced
it is doubtful if the proposition will
even be considered by the baseball
sports.
This league might be organized
next season and prove to be profitable
to. all the cities concerned, in the
opinion of the conservative fans here.
No doubt Las Vegas will be In for the
move In 1914, but the organization of
a team this year does not meet the approval of the baseball fans.

leans, according to his brother, Prince
of
Camtllo Rospigliosl,
the Papal guards.
Prince Camillo issued today an em
phatic denial of the published' feports
of the marriage.
, "Independently of other considera
tions," he said, "such a marriage was
Farmers congress
impossible, as the annulment of Mrs.
Piano, 111., Sept. 23. Several thouParkhurst's marriage to Colonel Parkand experts in agriculhurst had never been admitted by the sand farmers
ture are gathered here for the thirty-thirCatholic church."
annual session of the Farmers'
National Congress which opened here
Washington stands first in lumber today for a session extending over
four days.
production with Louisiaana second.
d

jktdblLslwsd 1862'

busines-lik-

'

TEAM

CHARGE

C. J. Wall, a well known stock man
of Denver, came In this afternoon for
a short business visit here.
Harry Palmer of Trinidad came in
yesterday evening for a several days'
visit with friends in Las Vegas.
Max Carvill of Manuelito came in
last night from his home for a few
days' business visit in Las Vegas.
J. H. Banks, agent for the Royal
and Queen, Insurancie companies, was
a business visitor in Las Vegas yes'
terday.
Dr. F. R. Lord returned this afternoon from California, where he has
been on business for the past few
weeks.
Walter Hayward returned last night
from Las Conchas, where he has been
on a cattle buying trip for the past
few days.
J. A. Robb of Watrous left this week
for his old home in Illinois where he
will visit relatives and friends for the
next few weeks.

31

OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT HERE

'

ness in Las Vegas today.

U

FIVE

,1913.

7

Mr. and Mrs. Harper Harmon, who
were married In mis city several
HEADS
IAY
months ago, left this afternoon for
Los Angeles, where they will reside.
Mr. Harmon until recently was employed by .the Santa Fe railway.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Edmonds, of St.
Louis, Mo., arrived in Lasj Vegas yesterday afternoon for a few weeks' visit with relatives. They are the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. John A. Ross. Mr.
Edmonds is the head of the ticket de- ARIZONA SHERIFF LOOKING FOR POPULAR YOUNG BUSINESS MAN
CHOSEN MANAGER OF CITY
"RAINES," SUPPOSED TO BE
partment of the Baltimore and Ohio
AGGREGATION
A.
RAilNEY
Louis.
St.
at
Railway company

VHIFE SLAVERY

Andy Wiest of Wagon Mound was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
W. G. Williams, a commercial man
traveling out of El Paso, was a busi-

H

23,

BE HELD ON SPRINGER

PERSONALS

iff

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

OF

LAS- -

VEGAS, N.

M.

National League
Lost

Pet

94

46

Philadelphia .. ..'.'...81

55

.671
.596

Won
,New
I

York

. .

.

83 "",'62

Chicago
1

Pittsburgh
Boston
Brooklyn

Cincinnati

62
60

78

.446
.435

63

85
98

.426
.333

'...49

St. Louis

.572
'.532

'66'"'
77

. . 75

fl 00.000

CahITAI..

SURPI.OS, AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS

f35,000

I

Our Depositors JReceive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
,

.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

American League
Won
93

Philadelphia

...... ..83

..

Cleveland

Washington
Boston'

.

Chicago

Detroit ',.(.
New. York
St. Louis

,

..

82-

Lost

Pet

49

,655
.676
.569
.525

.

61

-

62

72

65

.V...73

.71

.62

.,....,. .52,
u...,,54

;:i

,

....

83.
88
92

Western League
Won Lost
Denver
Des Moines

Lincoln
St. Joseph
Omaha
Topeka ..
Sioux City
Wichita

97

........ .87
81
80

...75
71
67
61

57
61
75
75
79
82
89
94

.507
.428
.371
.370

$1,050

FULLY EOUIPPFO AT YOUR DOGS

Pet.
.630
.565
.

.521
.517
.487
.465
.429
.392

VETERAN DIES
Austin, Tex., Sept. 23 W. H. Zuber,
93 years old, one of the last survivors

OVERLAND UQZfX SOT

Telephone or call and we will have cur demon- Jstrator show you

in 1836,
of Tex-

of the battle of San Jacinto,
which won the Independence
as, died here today. He also was a
veteran of the civil war.
Subscribe for The Optic.

Ptune Main 344.
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BEFORE

the lonely girl. She was engaged jnn
then in putting a muffler about th
bridegroom's shoulders, so thac h
should not catch cold. The lonely gi '
sat down In a chair and leaned hi r
head back against the wall, her fr.c-tcolor of chalk. The bridegroom.
Had gone oat of the office and the
bride hurried to the girl In tin
'
chair.
"You feel ill?" she asked. "Can
get you some water? Won't you li.

"ARMOURED"

FOR THE

23,

1913.

75he

RING

15he

Lady Boxer Masked That Their Beau
ty May Not Be Marred Cur's Ing Bouts.

OPTIC

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND CAFt

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBT " v Hl.E ALWAYS HANDLED'
I

he

ptory of Man's Love and Woman's, Constancy He Soon
Forgets

She, Never.

:

PHILIPPA GRAY.
Everybody in the hotel smiled at the
little bride. She was so obviously In
love with her husband, and he with
Jier. But somehow it seems more interesting when It ie the bride who
(shows the chlet devotion. Everybody
(expects it of him. And women are
(more adept at hiding their feelings.
So everybody was really sorry for
jtho bride when the bridegroom was
Icalled back to the city on a most important business matter which meant
the transference of several thousands
lot dollars. There was no alternative,
Eiowever, and eo she tore up bravely
End was quite chatty and communica
feive with the other guests.
And out of her own heart, overflow-jlnwith sympathy, she gave a bounte-jou- s
store to the lonely girl who knitted on the piazza. She wondered why
Buch a nice girl had never married.
One day, In a moment of contklence,
Ithe lonely girl told her.
J'Vou see, my dear," she said, "when
once you have really been in love you
cannot ever love again in the same
way. I gave my heart long ago five
years ago, my dear. It was stolen, I
should say, because " She hesitated.
"'I never learned his name," she whiskered.
"You never learned his name?"
the little bride.
"I suppose that sounds dreadful,"
the other admitted. "And yet I had
never loved before I was twenty-jthre- e
and I had never had a beau. I
lhad never let a man kiss me until
BY

'

g

down?"
"No," answered the girl, rising
an effort. "It was the heat, 1 think."
The little bride had thought that
was very cold. She did not say an
thing, however, but helped the lonp'r.
girl into the carriage and waved I
good-by- .

The lonely girl, lying back
cushona, sobbed wildly, in
though her grief overwhelmed her, v
her heart was a song of gladness
cause she had not let the little bri...
know. Thank God that she would
life ignorant of that!
She had recognized him as soon
He was i.
he entered the office.
,
changed; there was the same jo-look in his eyes; the same spin'
youth stirred in his heart. Eve.;
her pain she would not have nnr-that period of happiness and l'..
years of waiting.
Meanwhile
the little bride h:
sought and found her husband an:
taken him to the cozy seat on Hie
stoop which everybody had agreed to
leave unused for the sake of the little
agai::-th-

1
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Cheap Excursion

Springer,

RATES

FAIR
3

&

1

Tickets on Sale Sept. 25,
'

'26,27'

TOR CLASSIFIED

n

$3.80

For (he Round Trip
1

I
I

,

For

other

information,

I). L. BATCH ELOR, Agent
Las Vegas, N, Mex,

...

G.

HAYDON,

meeting of the Physical Education soAdministrator.
The girls fought vigorously.
ciety.
to
left
and
with
right
They swung
HOW'S THIS
body and Jaw, and uppercut with all
We oi'fer One Hundred Dollars Retheir vigor. Blows which taxed their
case of Catarrh that
ward for
strength fell harmless on the wire pro- cannot be any
cured by Hall's Catarrh
recommendation. 918 Uncoln ave
victims
the
and
only
laughed
tectors,
Cure.
nue.
and plunged in for more."
O.
&
Toledo.
CHENEY
J.
F.
CO.,
known
We. the undersigned, have
(Copyright, 1913, by W. G. Chapman.)
U. S. DRINKS MADE IN LONDON F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
SsrJc
and believe him perfectly honorable
CAT
CUSTOMER Feature Forma One of the Attractions in all business transactions and finTO
GIVES
ancially able to rarry out any obliga- FOR SALE Cheap, good work horse.
of Charity Fair Conducted In
W. r. White, 523 Sixth street
tions made by his firm.
Shrewd Pennsylvania Deafer Then
British Capital.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Which
to
Milk
With
Sells Them
Toledo, ,0. FOR'
SALE Runabout
equipped,
Feed the Kittens.
London. There was a great outHall's Catarrh Cure Is taken interfor cash; this week only. First
for
of
cheap
London
the
society
blood
pouring
nally, acting directly upon the
$200 takes it. Inquire Optic.
Henry Kittleton, a milk dealer of opening of the Noah's Ark fair in and mucous surfaces of the system.
Dunbar, Pa., is rapidly driving his Albert hall. The fair was given in aid Testimonials sent free. Price 75
two competitors out of business.
of a Londoc hospital. Queen Alex- cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- FOR SALE Household goods, bed
some time ago hit on a novel andra waa the patron of the fair and gists.
couch, dresser, tables, chairs, ice
method of increasing his business, and the Duchess of Marlborough,
the Take Hall's Family Pills for constip"You Never Learned His Name?"
411
box. Must be sold at once.
Anhis
a
number
of ation. Adv.
at the same time advertising
Countess of Lotmdale and
Eighth street.
Bee him on the boat The look in his gora cats. On May 1 Kittleton an- other women in the highest ranks of
When the bowels feel uncomfort(eyes used to be a delight to me; he nounced that every customer who had the nobility were among the members
fwas so youthful in spirit, bo happy, bought milk from him for one year of the committee.
able and yon miss the exhilarating FOR SALE Four room house and
to buoyant, so different from that would receive a beautiful Angora kitThe delighted throngs that wander- feeling that always follows a copious
sun room, two lots, well, city
rrowd of commonplace city men. I ten as a present. True to his word, ed through the aisles of the big hall morning operation, a dose of HER-BINwater and sheds; $550 cash. Box
in
set
a couple
will
you right
Knew he wanted to speak to me. But the milkman presented each of his at the opening afforded evidence that
244, East Las Vegas.
fee was a gentleman and I knew he yearly customers with a valuable kit- the efforts of the promoters to make of hours. If taken at bedtime you
breakafter
effect
beneficial,
its
get
found
a
we
mutual
would
unless
the fair one of the "biggest and best"
ten.
(never
fast next day. Price 50c. Sold by
jfrlend to Introduce us. And I did not
Kittletoji smilingly told today how ever given la the metropolis had met Central Drug Co. Adv.
want him to; I knew somehow that it he hoped to increase his business by with success.
Iwould break the spell If he should do
Novel and attractive features were
giving away the valuable Angoras,
PIANO for rent. ,417 Eighth street.
eo.
to be encountered at every turn. Not
lie said:
"I think we must have known each
"In the first place, the more cats 1 the least attractive was the "American
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
American mixed
pther In this way for three months, al- spread around the more milk I will bar," where
or
also
a
never
we
take some
word,
housekeeping;
the
to
were
though
exchanged
thirsty.
sell to feed them, for a time at least. drinks
dispensed
boarders. 903 Main, avenue.
(bowed. And then do you remember Every family who receives a kitten Lord Lonsdale presided as chief
ithe ferry ramming the steamship in worth from $5 to $15 will continue to
and was assisted in making up
This
the fall of 1908?"
milk of me, hoping to get a kitten the beverages by Prince Paul of Ser-via- .
FURNISHED cottage for rent. 417
buy
breath-Jeselbride
said
the
little
Prince
"Yes,"
Count Elsen and
each year. By this method I not only
Eighth.
1
Silver
increase the sale of my milk and ad"We were almost side by side when vertise my dairy business, but I adver-- if you use 1 ROOM and board for gentlemen in
the shock came. The ferryboat turned tise by cattery as well. I have a big GIRL HAS NINE GRANDPARENTS
02
Mrs. Noyes,
cn her side and a dozen of us were
private family.
establishment, and my
I could not pales have increased wonderfully, both
Main.
ifiung Into the water.
of
Jean Elizabeth Porter
Conneaut,
FAvlm. I was struggling wildly, battling in milk
and cats, since I put the plan
Ohio, Is Well Supplied With
with death when I felt his arm round in
FOR RENT Five room furnished cotoperation."
Living Ancestors.
FLOUR
tae and heard his voice in my ear.
tage. Call 618 Grand aevnue.
Is
"There
"Keep cool," he said quietly.
Odd Job for a Woman.
Ohio. Miss Jean ElizaAshtabula,
no danger. In a few moments the boat
The only woman in the United beth Porter, aged ten months, daughIt 's giving you
FOR RENT Two desirable rooms on
ytill reach us."
States In full charge of a seacoast ter of Mr. and Mrs. Homer Porter of
"When he said that my terror left
ground floor, with or without board.
a present for dois Mrs. E. A. Fish, of Point Conneaut, is believed to be the luckne. I just lay still and let him sun-to- lighthouse
725 Sixth street
near Pacific Grove, Cal., who iest child in the world in the matter
me above the water.1 1 think those Pinos,
ing something
com- of grandparents.
nine of
has
of
She
a
has
received
letter
lately
Rvere the happiest moments of my life,
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
them. They are divided as follows:
you d do hny
i&nd when at last we were picked up mendation for her twenty years faithfather's father
ful service from the chief of the light
Her
Grandparents
employed, comfortable, furnished
when
warm
and put safely aboard and given
you
way
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Pora
medal
house
with
and
service,
mother,
room; no health seekers. Phone
together
tlot'ues and hot drinks in the saloon bearing the inscription, "D. S. L. S." ter of Gagevllle, Ohio, and her mothlearn how Much
Purple 5301.
a sudden fear fell on my spirit.
She' has been in er's father and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
k knew that, since he had spoken, I and "Efficiency."
Better
EMPRESS
Ohio.
should never see that look in his eyes charge of the Point Pinos light since C. M. Peck of Kingsville,
FURNISHED ROOMS for, light house
Her father's
FLOUR really is.
the death, in 1892, of her husband,
figain.
'
of
Swat
keeping. 921 Lincoln.
Jane
who
was
Mrs.
of
head
of
the
Mary
department
grandmother,
"Just before we stepped ashore he
Made by GERmother's
in
and
the
grandUniver
her
history
physiology
Wanetta, Pa.;
(came up to me. He looked at me
This lighthouse. mother and grandfather on her fathMAN PROCESS
Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate
He said nothing; there was sity of California.
S. Peck
Anson
cases
which
Mrs.
of widney and bladder trouble,
of
Mr.
at
stands
end
and
the
er's
side,
Monterey
nothing for either of us to say. He
rheumatism and lumbago, because
ONE COUPON FROM
peninsula and marks the entrance to of Kingsville, Ohio, and her mother's
me in Ms arms and kissed me.
took
'
thev remove the cause. You can not
her
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
"Then he epoke. 'I am going west the bay, was built in 1892, and is one grandmother and grandfather on Mortake this honest curative medicine in
S. B.
STAMPS
FIVE
fcoday,' he said. 'Tell me your name. of the few early seacoast lights which mother's side, Mr. and Mrs.
to your system without getting the
KVhen I come back I shall come to see remain in perfect condition. Spring- ris of Charleston, Ohio.
BRINGS YOU THE
r
right results. Try them. O. G. Schae-fefield
1
Republican.
you.
It may be six months or six
SPOON
IT 'S
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Wolves.
Den
of
Outfast
GENUINE WM.
yeivs. But I (shall always claim you.
La Crosse, Wis. Owen Hughes' of
Milk and Storm.
I uhall never let you go out of my
ROGERS &
of
Why milk curdles during a storm Angelo township, outfasted a band
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
life."
SONS' A A
of
won
a
and
wolves
eleven
M.
bounty
is
asked.
a
often
"And?" questioned the little bride.
Thlllat,
question
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
STANDARD
a recent investigator, says the change $110, when the wolves, driven by hun
"That is all, my dear."
Hair and Scalp
General
Massage,
and
SILVER
The lonely girl had arrived the day Is not due to atmospheric elctriclty, ger, dashed from their refuge
Manicure
Facial
Massage,
Treatment
were killed. Hughes watched outside
Before the bridegroom was called back but that during a storm minute quanPlaza Hotel
to the city. She was a bird of pass tities of gases arising from decay the entrance to their den for four days
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
age; she was due to return on the day have an enormous influence on the and four nights.
FRENCH.
aat the bridegroom returned. The development of the milk ferments and
GREY (STER'Judge Witness In Divorce Case.
bridegroom actually arrived at the ho that since gases In the soil stream
LING) FINISH
Los Angeles Divorce court Judge
tel just as the lonely girl stood in the forth during the period of low baromCARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
frffice, her baggage beside her, waiting eter it is reasonable to suppose that Charles Moore was a witness in a di
AND
was
before
Scr her carriage. The bridegroom these gases hasten the curdling of the vorce action which
tried
EMPRESS
talked in and the lonely girl turned milk Also, if milk is kept in the vi- - him here. He corroborated the testi
SIGN PAINTING
can be ob- IMid looked him full in the face.
inity of material undergoing decay mony of Mrs. William Woodward, who
-- meats,
N. O.
declared her husband was dishonest,
The little bride Baw the look on he:
soups, etc. a barometric
tained in this city from
ireseion will cause the coagulation of and grafted a divorce on the strength
face, but she was too much abbbrbec
429 GRAND AVE.
te the bridegroom (o think much cl nilk more rapidly than during nor-di- of his own storj,
ALL
barometric condiUflBi
.......

yum

i

Pnr

Kit-tleto- n

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are corJ. C. Wertz, Presidially welcome.
dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; C. H.
Bally, Treasurer.

East Bcund
Arrive

'

HER

HUNKER

George

A.

& HUNKER
A.

Hunker. Chester

Hunker

CRYSTAL EGE

From Distilled WaterFree from Bacteria or Germs of any
despriptioa No impurities, no air, nothing' but Pure Ice,
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
.40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs,, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Las Veas Ice & Storage Co.

1200 Lincoln. Ave

Phsone Main. 227
1

.

TOBsgasaettgsi.

RETAIL PRICES
20c per
..25c per
30c per
40c per
....50c per

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs, to 200 lbs.. Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs. Etch Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

,

100
100
100
100

Ibe

100

lb.

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

rt

MAN

ATTORNEYS

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURNew Mexico
Las Vegas,
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
DENTISTS
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8p. m. Visiting Knights and
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
O. L. Fiers-man- ,
Ladles always welcome.
Dentist
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan.
,
.
a
JHnnHtlr.n ttt
Dental worn 01 ouj uo;ni-'ucier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
moderate prices
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136
East Las Vegas, New Kexico
East Las Vegas, N. M.

elegant Rogers'
Spoon

'

2

Attorneys-at-La-

For YOU!

GROCERS

LOCAL TIME CARD

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited! Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

For Rent

;

especially welcorj
cordially Invited.

No.

E

r

the, Forest of Brotherly
at Woodmen of the World hall,

Depart
9:1 p m
9:10 p. m
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and No. 4 .:. 11:05 p. m....ll:05 p. m
fourth Tuesday evening of each Ntr . t
2:05 a. m.. 1.2:19 a. m
month Elks' home on Ninth street and No. 10.... 1:45 p. m.... 2:10 p. m
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
West Bound
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
1108 Seventh street.
Arrive
Depart
1:4(5 p. m.
1:20 p. ra
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D: W. Condon, No. 1
6:15 a. m.
3
WANTED
6:10 a. m
To rent
No.
piano. Phone Secretary.
4:30 p: m
Main 628.
4:20 p. m
No. 7
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- No. 9.... 6:35 p. m. .. 7:00 p. m
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
NURSE wants case of sickness: coa
finement
physician's Mirth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
preferred;

9, 1913.

WM.

MfiPta

girl.

Apply 1029 Seventh street.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
WANTED Experienced cook.
Good
Notice is hereby given to whom it
wages. 1053 Eighth street.
G.
concern
William
that
may
Haydon,
the undersigned, was appointed on the
WANTED A good milch, cow. In2Cth day of July, A. D. 1913, Adminquire Catarino Romero, near public
istrator of the Estate of George W.
Old Town.
school,
havWard, deceased, and all persons
the
of
said
Estate
claims
ing
against
WANTED By October 1st, good woGeorge W. Ward, deceased, will preman for general housework. Apply
sent the same within the time preat any time to Mrs. W. G. Haydon,
scribed by law,

September

NO. 2, O. E. Love
thlvA
1" 1 u
o
r

ftrof u.uvt
tin
VH
iiuaj on the second and fourth Mondays of
7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart.
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs.
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone Montague,
Local Deputy.
Visiting
Main 329.
a"d
members are

Wanted
Good native second

Meet In
CHAPTER

at

NOTICE

Mr. Brewster is the physical instructor
of public schools in Wharton, N. J.
Long ago he was convinced that boxing, one of the finest exercises for
men, ought to be made possible for
He constructed his masks
women.
and has introduced them among the
To prove his success
pupils.
Mr. Brewester got several of his pupils to give a demonstration before a

C;

S.

oPTict number, main

WANTED

A Good Swift Punch,

iaj

RANSFORD

schedules, Etc., apply to

M.

.an

Final Limit September 29th

I

2, a. F. & L. O. O. MOOSE
Meets second and
Kegular com- fourth
Thursday
evening each
snunloatlon first and month at W. O. W.
hall.
Visiting
ihJrd Thu"day
in brothers cordially Invited. Howard T.
saon month. Visiting
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.
brothers cordially tn-Mted. Wm. P. Mills, J. E.
ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
W. M., H. S
Petten, Secretary.
I. O. of B. B.'
Meets every first Tues
of the month In the vestry rooms
day
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO
2, of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock p.
Jfc KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-''a- r m. Visiting brothers are cordially inconclave
4 Tuea-jnaf- vited. Isaac Appel,
President; Charles
in each month at MaSecretary.
Greenclay,
sonic Temple at 7:3 p. m. G. h.
Klnkel, B.
Chas. Tamme.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All vk'ting
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
brethren cordially Invited to attend.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gns Lehman, V. G.;
vocation first Monday In T. M.
Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz.
each month at Masonic
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcoek, Cemetery
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Trustee.
B. Hubbard, H. p.; F. o.
Blood, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA

a.

rV, fti

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

26 to 27, 1913
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I

LODGE NO.

Pf

COLUMN

N. M.

Account Colfax County

!

y ,

CHAPMAN

To

body-punche-

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WM

Rates

K

bride.

"Arthur, dearest," nr. Id the little
something
bride, "I want to
r
something nwfnl. '." -- u rememb
to r- - the day
r:
a confession :
about about
before we v , nr
kissing a girl once after a ferry accident?"
"I don't Want to remember those
past
transgressions," growled
bridegroom, kissing the little bride.
"But why did you do it, Arthur?''
ithen.
"I was living on Staten island and persieted the little bride.
anjcrossed on the ferry to Manhattan
"Why, I told you. my dear,"
levery morning to my place of busi- swered the bridegroom, huffily. "1 felt
ness. He lived there too. I used to sorry for her and well, she looked as
if she. "wanted someone to kiss her.
That's all. What harm did it do?"
"You hadn't ever seen her before,
VI.
V J
Arthur?" persisted the little bride.
J
"Not so far as I am aware, my
dear," her husband answered. "Go on;
don't spare my feelings."
"You've not seen her again, have
you, Arthur?"
The bridegroom took the little bride
in his arms.
"My dear," he said, "I never saw her
before and I've never seen her since.
To my belief, I shouldn't know her
from Eve. Why?"
"O, nothing," answered the little
bride happily.
qucr-tione-

New York. That a certain number
go in for boxing is well
know, but is well know, but it has remained for the United States to "armour" those ladies who wish to try
their skill with the gloves. To quote
a local journal:
"Guy Otis Brewster
is going down in history as the friend
of every athletic young woman, every
suffragette who insists she is man's
He has
physical and mental equal.
shown them how to learn to box and
won the approval of former teachers
who disapproved this exercise for
young women. He has Invented a
mask for the head so beauty won't
be marred by hard blows, and one
for the chest and stomach so there
will be no danger from
of women

Harvesters, Htorers, and Distributors of Natural Ice. the Purity
Iasting Qualities 0! Which Have Made Ls Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

1"

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ad, search out the people to whom anione tit
those who MIGHT BY the particular thlmj Is worm most.
'

That property rou want to sell la WORTH MOST ve toneea
hear
who reads the ada. In tMa aawspaper and woald merer
aera.
your property unless it ware advertised
Oth era
are anxious

who read and ana er ads. in this
to pay cash for) books, automobiles,

and furniture, articles of
strumenta.

waai tah
maehlaarj
af any sort, and nmsleal tv

iwrajsr
ued

aulness
,

Aa the classified ada. ara read J all voaaials bejois, of all
aibla aorta of thinjs, they have coma to ba tinders of tht baet

t&s-
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EIGHT
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Our Shipment of

This Will Be the

Colorado
PEACHES

HAS BEEN DELAYED
For Sale Almost new first class
furniture. S. M. Martin, 406 National.

But Will Be Here

Tomorrow

94'mm95
Per Box

For Sale Household furniture, Inquire 823 Eighth street. Phone MainAll members of the (greater Las

NOW

THE HOME OF

The Ladies of the Maccabees of the
World will give a social at the W. O.
W. hall Saturday evening. They will
serve sandwiches and coffee. Every
body come and have a good time,

EATABLE

EVERYTHING

The crossing west of St. Anthony's
sanitarium has 'been completed and' is
now open for traffic. A side walk
running the entire length of the sani
tarium on the west side of the building has also been completed.

FRESH EVERY WEEK

GRAAF

.

IIAYWARD

&

The Fraternal Brotherhood, at its
meeting last night, decided to give a
bi
Hallowe'en social next month. At
the meeting to be held next Monday
night. final arrangements for this social will be completed.

CO.

STORE

THE WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP
FOR. TH- E-

BKTOAD GRIN

R.UNNING

tare OCTOBER. 4 w

I

mm AlfONS

HIKE

TO

WILL

BE

CALLED OFF

THURSDAY

1HT
THOSE WHO HAVE LYCEUM

500
COLORADO
SOUTHERN OFFICIAL THINKS TROUBLE WILL
BE AVERTED

TICK-

.

ETS CAN PROCURE SEATS
FOR THE SEASON

The evening of Thursday, September 25 Is the time set apart for the
reservation of seats for tha' Tf. M. C.!
A. Lyceum course. The seats will be
reserved at that time for the entire
season, thus relieving the ticket hold-er- a
of any further bothej- - during the
rest of the course.
The system to be followed 'out is
asiollows: When a person enters
tha door he will be given a
number. When the time for the
reservation comes the ticket holders
will line up according to the numbers
they hold. They next will go to the
man with the opera hoUSfTplat where
they pick C'Ut tne seat or seats desired.
A record will be made of the reservation, the section, row and seat
marked on the ticket and the ticket
holder doesn't have to lbother abcut
his seat or prats for the rest of the
season. Tn case a season ticket is
lost
in the look will enable the a? Delation to issue a duplicate ticket without any fear of the
lost ticket being used. The seats will
be put on reservation promptly at 8
o'clock at the Y. M. C. A. building.
thr-r'.-r-

Subscribe for The Optic.

EL FORVENIR

THE FfSENTHALFURN.
VA

!

Today

llli.l

OUR. SLOGAN
ytfthe

Tamous

fooser

IMIEIENHRIB
of

CO.

BUY AN AUTO DELIVERY

IV A CON

Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum expense

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation r.hpnppr thnliorse power

ADVERTISED

LETTER

LIST

WILL

S1.

Crozier, a district

Southern Railway company, accompanied' by his two sisters, Misses
Nellie and Katheriue Fisher, passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon on
Santa Fe train NttTtjfi 'their way to
San- Diego from DenverrThe trip is
ft:' "pleasure
jaunit," as Mr. Fisher
stated this afternoon.
In regard to the disturbance in Colorado because of the miners' strike,
Mr Fisher stated that he was of the
opinion that the condition would be
settled within a short time.
' "I do not believe that the 'strike
will last more than a. week, ' said Mr.
Fisher Just before leaving. He Btated
fha regardless of the agitation bust-tea- s
Is good in Colorado.
"Should the strike last for any
freat length of time all the business
interests in Colorado will be at a
critical point. The railroads will suffer more, perhaps, than any other
business," stated Mr. Fisher.
'; The Fishers will return to tlor-adby another route and will be in
California for several weeks.
Mr.
Fisher is well acquainted with New
Mexico
and t expressed himself as
especially Interested In the country
about Las Vegas. He considers some
of the scenic attractions here as he
best he has ever seen.
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F. 0. BLOOD, P. M.

TELEPHONE

INSTALLED

IN AKtlOKY

FOR FAIR

superin

A number of Las Vegas road boosters are planning a big automobile trip
to be taken over the highways now
being repaired by the county road
board and the board of county commissioners. The trip probably will be
taken next month.
Tha present plans are to start from
this city early in the morning, take
the road to Onava and from there
drive to Los Alamos and Sap'ello over
tie river road and return to Las Vegas on the new Mora road. The trip
is expected to prove interesting and
show the character of the work that is
'oeing done on the roads. More defin- He announcements will be made by
the boosters the first part of next

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY, Agents

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON

month.
The contract for the work to be
done on the Watrous road at the Kate
Wright place was awarded this morning to J. D. Hand, who will complete
the work before October 20. This
place for the past few months has
been one of the worst on the road.
The repairs will consist of a fill which
will measure three feet in depth 20
feet in width and 1,500 in length. The
top cover of the fill will be of cinders.
Mr. Hanf will use a steam engine
and a grader and will construct a
ditch from Onava to the place wnere
the fill is to be made. The ditch is
not included in the contract and will
be done free by Mr. Hand. Work on
this fill will start at once.
Mayor Taupert this morning stated
that the men who left 'the first part
of the week to work on the Mora"
road would bfi employed
there for
seme two months instead
of two
weeks, as was announced last night.
There is considerable work to be done
on this road and it isi'thBht. th(iit
will require at least; sixwjjuVs 1 3, complete

:.'.-

:

-

I

i

.J

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

the job.

gave an address before the students
Mr. Crozier's
of that institution.
address, concerning education in the
Philippines, was intensely interesting.
The students enjoyed it and applauded Mr. Crozier repeatedly.

OOD

Beulah,

hOODS

ImocEH

Larjje Juicy

Edgar Larson, formerly of Las Vegas, denies that .he was killed in
Pueblo two weeks ago, in spite of the
fact that
that name was
the victim of a railway accident in
that city. At the time of the accident in Pueblo The Optic stated the
victim probably was not the Edgar
Larson known to Las Vegans, so it
has no apology to make to Mr. Larson. Mr. Larson is located in Los
Angeles, being: manager of the shoe
department of the Muse Farls Walker
company, one of the most progressive
firms in that city. His friends here
will be glad to learn that he Is not
only alive but successful in his work.

Dnrure

Colorado
Fancy

(

California)
4

LMIIILJ

Ripe Tomatoes
4 lbs. for 25c

Fancy Table

Pars

3 1bs.f r 25c

Cooking Appl?s

SITTERS

R
B

I

Come In and Say
lie

"i

"Gimme

BUILDING

FUND

ILLUSTRATED

the

Col.R.B.TWITCHELL,Sept. 22

day.

.

,

Ranger Reed, who is on the beat
of Ranger Mossimann, is giving entire
satisfaction to the forest users. Ranger L H. Mossimann was recently
transferred to the camp on the Rio

LECTURk-COUR-

Sfc

SOLDIERS of the CROSS

Pueblo.

Beulah will be represented at the
forthcoming fair with samples of various products. One party says he
will exhibit more than "20 different
specimens and hopes to capture at
least one prize.
The San Ignacio school will begin
the first Monday in October, and continue about seven months, or more if
KTJSTICTJS.
the funds hold out.

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6 .

v

Evergre n Sweet
Corn
Celery

I FLY

NEWi HOSPITAL

BEULAH BUDGET
N. M., Sept. 20. We have

had a few light frosts recently, but
the temperature has not been low
enough to injure any growing crop.
Harvest is pretty well over and
yields are satisfactory. Threshing
grain and baling hay is the order of

THE HOLY LAND

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

I

FOR RENT Three rooms furnished
or unfumlsliRd, located on West
side. Call Main 292.

I

"HARVEY'S"

Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. Carriage out every Safurday. Iave
at WuriihHv's or Plaza hotel

TAKE

OVER REPAIRED

WHO WISH TO COMMUNIThe arrangements committee of the THOSE
CATE
WITH ASSISTANT SECSan Miguel county fair met last night
RETARY MAY DO SO
at the Blsmark restaurant and ap
pointed a number of
A telephone has been installed in
to serve for the fair. Other general
,
the
armory for the use of John
matters in reference to the work of
assistant
San
of
the
secretary
this committee were discussed.
Miguel county fair, The number is
!
It. was announced in clothing cir- Vegas 141, and all persons having bus-with" the fair association are in
iness
cles this morning that a local clothier
had signed a contract with a poultry vited to use the telephone. Mr. Rud-ulpwill be at the armory at all
dealer whereby the clothier is to retimes
during the day.
ceive all the prettiest feathers decorNews is coming in daily of exhibits
chickens.
the
feathers
The
ating
will be used on the fashionable men's being prepared for the fair, and there
is every indication that it will be a
hats.
representative display of San Miguel
The dance that will be given to- county's products.
night at the Commercial club rooms
will start at 9 o'clock.
A pleasant
MILITANTS BURN HOUSE
evening is in store for the dancers
Liverpool, England, Sept. 23. Miand a large attendance Is expected. litant
sufragettes set fire early today
All members ot the club are invited. to
Seafield House at Seaforth, four
These dances are given by the young- miles northwest of
Liverpool, causing
er set at no expense to the club.
The members of
damage!
$400,000
the "arson squad" left a quantity of
At a meeting of the Christian En
suffragette literature strewn about
deavor society ot the First Presby- the lawns. terian church held this week the folThe building was formerly used as
lowing officers were selected to serve a convent and was undergoing reconfor the coming year: president, struction at a cost of $130,000.
It
Charles Stewart; vice president. Miss was to be turned into a hospital for
Sadie Tooker; secretary Presentacion im"bctcil!S.
The entire property Is
Mortlmore; treasurer, Miss Margaret valued at nearly $1,000,000.
Larkin; organist, Miss Mossy York.
W.

TRIP

Letters remaining uncalled for the
week ending September 30, 1913:
Miss Mary Allen, Mrs. C. O. Cush- man, Peter David, Francisca Esavel,
Mrs. Juan J. Gonzales, John. M. Humphrey, J. W. Hall, Charles Hensley,
Francisco Lopez, Frutosa Sena 2, Mrs.
L. E. Marks, Sandiago Padilla, Alfonso Romero, Mrs. M. J. Relit, Jose Tru-jillMiss Beatriz Vigil, P. G. Wrells,
Robert Williamson, R. B. Williamson. BOOSTERS PLAN A BIG AUTOMOWhen calling for the above letters
BILE EXCURSION FOR NEXT
please ask for advertised letters.
MONTH

of education in the Philippine
"
Thomas Edward Fisher, general
Islands, a brother of one of the teach
passenger agent for the Colorado & ers' in the" High school, this morning

We
lit

hrr rJ

"Com pleto

CASH OR EASY PAViVFNTS

FOW

tendent

flic Ideal Mountain Resort
Phones Main 20,and Olive 5174
All Year Round Resort

Let Us Have Your Order

FOR SALE BY

If

h

HOLDS

THE ROAD

J. C. JOHNSEN
AND SON
Furnishers the Home"

ri

m

Rud-ulph-

I

Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinets

ent

x.

j

rrr

.... .i.

the-clu-

KOSHER SAUSAGE

THE

p

Greatly improved in deI I X, $75 sign, but the cost remains
the same.
Mahogany or J oak
Come in and see and hear this new Victrola. Our
plan will put one in your home right now.
easy-paym-

THE FAMOUS

f

ON

expected.

to ?ouu.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct, from the distillery
to you. At the
bby, of course.
AdT.
The Las Vegas lodge of the Order
of Elks will hold its regular meeting
house. There will
tonight at
be four initiations. All members are
requested to be present.

pt .

The $75 you were
going to spend on1 a
Victrola X will now
obtain a more artistic
instrument than you

.

M LR

r

Other style Victors and Victrolas $10

ed the employ of the Nolette barber
shop, taking the place of Ed Sanford,
who left this week for Mogollon.

2E2BES

OF

m

T. A. Davies of Santa Fe has enter

STEARNS'
STORE

STEARNS'
STORE

y

Shipment of Anolher
Dozen of

Victor-Viclro- la

,

he

A

75

JI i

M

Ve-

gas band are requested to be present
at the practice to be held tonight In
the city hall.

Our Devil got into
this 'Ad laLSt night
and stole the $. It's
Editor
right now-T-

YOUR. ORDER.

-

Adv.

617.

(Wednesday Morning)

GET IN

BEST

f
n
U

at C:la

1913,

23,

A new
Victrola

:

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Adv,

Of Those Fine

AT

NtWS ;

Light automobile lumps
o'clock this evening.

L4ST WEEK

THE

LOCAL

SEPTEMBER

COOPS I have two i!
exhibition
coops to sell at
poultry
$1.50
each. T. C. Lipsett, 1026

EXHIBITION

'

Fifth street.

SEASON TICKETS

;.'

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS
'

'

$1.50

soc
'

,

CIIILDBEN

UNDER

Z YEARS

3gc

